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CHAPTER I
THE H.OBLEM aHD ITS SCOPE
The main purpose of this thesis was to present a compre-
hensive study of Walt Whitman’s Democratic Vista $. This invol-
ved six minor studies: 1* to present pertinent facts regarding
the publication, Democrati c Vistas : 2* to divide the main
points discussed in the essay and present an interpretative
study; 3. criticism of the essay from the standpoint of struct-
ure, and philosophical content; 4. the relative value of the
essay as a contribution to literature; 5. the value of the
author’s prophesies today; 6. to give the student’s opinion as
to the relative value of Democratic Vistas and to draw conclus-
ions therefrom*
Heed for the Study
Such a survey of the various sources of information deal-
ing with Whitman's prose essay Democratic Vistas has long been
needed. Much has been said of Whitman’s poetry as a looking-
glass through which one may find the fundamental concepts of
the author's philosophy, but very little has been done by any
student to bring together in one thesis these same concepts
Digitized by the Internet Archive
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2which the author has expressed in his prose essay Democratic
Vistas . This essay constitutes the best of Whitman prose. It
was written at a time when the author felt that he must re-
effirm his philosophy as the new spokesman and prophet of dem-
ocracy in the United States.
There have been many studies of Democratic Vistas . but
most of these studies have been superficial in treatment and
content. None of these studies is inclusive enough for a ser-
ious student* s purposes. For these reasons, it is apparent that
there is need for such a study, to piece together what scholars
have already said about Whitman* s best prose essay, Democratic
Vistas, and to present in readable form a thesis which deals
only with this essay; its origin, structure
,
philosophical val-
ues, and worth as a contribution to American belles lettres.
Delimitations
With the exception of quotations from "Song of Myself,"
and "A Song for Occupations," this problem was limited, primar-
ily, to Whitman's concept of democracy as expressed in his
prose essay Democratic Vistas . Although Whitman has made the
same statements in his poetry, this thesis has attempted to
show that Whitman was just as capable and gifted as a writer of
prose, even though he had many faults, and to give evidence that
the value of the thoughts expressed in Democratic Vistas far
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outweigh the ponderous puzzle of the author* s style and the
equally perplexing enigma of the structure of the essay itself.
. X
4CHAPTER II
THE PUBLICATION
With the publication of Democratic Vistas in 1371, Walt
Whitman made his first real contribution to prose literature,
and one of the best statements on the equalitarian point of
1
view in political life. Although the essay does not conform to
the best in literary form; nevertheless the author* s sincerity
of purpose compensates, in some measure, for his utter dis-
regard of the mechanics of writing.
Democratic Vistas was a difficult book for Whitman to
write, and an equally difficult book to read, but it was 'a
book that Whitman had to write; it was a necessary book not
only for the notes it provides on the disillusionment that
followed the Civil War, but for the criticism it gives of a
society which always can benefit, as any society can, from
2
chastisement by its best lovers.
With Whitman it was not the dress of the thought that
counted, but its expression. He believed that style was not a
shaping from without but a shaping from within, not mechanic-
al, but organic. Whitman felt that this silent but apparent
3
defiance meant advancement toward a new free form,
1. John Bailey, V/alt Whitman , p. 39.
2. Mark Van Doren, Walt Whitman
, p. 287,
3. Norman Foerster
,~~
v/hitman in American Criticism
, p. 171.
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5Financially, Democratic Vistas was a failure as were
V/hitman's previous publications of Leaves of Grasp * The author
gained only a few admirers of his prose and like his poetry, it
was to remain unappreciated until after the turn of the cent-
ury. It was then that the Whitman legend, started to grow; and
to travel, and within the last twenty-five years Whitman biog-
raphy and criticism have shown no signs of decreasing in vol-
ume, and both at home and abroad he has become a favorite sub-
1
ject for scholarly research.
The treatise, Democratic Vistas * although dated in 1871
2
was completed in 1870, Many of the ideas which were expressed
by '/.hitman in this essay may be found in the famous 1855 Ed-
ition of Leaves of Grass : namely, the function of literature
in democratic America.
Probably Whitmans experiences at Washington where he had
seen official democracy at wrork; his experiences in the hos-
pitals where he had seen attendants steal the money from dying
soldiers made him realize that the concrete reality of dem-
ocracy does not correspond to the vision seen by the prophet.
But Whitman * s faith in democracy never failed and he learned
that the wray to perfection was not easy. For this reason he
stresses ethics and conscience in Democratic Vistas « i.e., the
difference between right and wrong.
1, Gay Wilson Allen, Walt Whitman Handbook , p. 187.
2. Bliss Ferry, 7/aIt Whitman , His Life and 7/ork , p. 195
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Whitman's religion could not be confined within the
bounds of church doctrine; his church was his own soul and
in 11 Song of Myself" he replies:
I do not despise you priest, all tine, the world over,
My faith is the greatest of faiths and the least of
the faiths,
Unclosing worship ancient and modern and all between
ancient and modern,
Believing I shall come again upon the earth
after five thousand years.
Whitman disliked the church as an institution because
it made the institution greater than the individual. At the
basis of his religion was the "unsophisticated Conscience,
the primary moral element." In "A Song for Occupations" he
says:
We consider bibles and religions divine—I do not say
they are not divine,
I say they have all grown out of you, and may grow out
of you still.
It is not they who give the life, it is you who gives
the life,
Leaves are not more shed from the trees, or trees from
the earth than they are shed out of you.
This identity of the individual with humanity and human-
ity with the individual called the "Organic Frinciple," and
1
termed by whitman as "Fersonalism," was the foundation of the
poet’s religious and political philosophy.
Whitman’s source of the term is unknown, and Gay Wilson
Allen, Whitman scholar, believes that, it is unlikely that the
1. The essay called "Fersonalism" was published in the Galaxy
May, 1868, pp. 540-547; but "Democracy," Galaxy, December,
1867, pp. 919-983 contained the same point of view.
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7poet invented the term himself. Whitman probably came across
the term, with its philosophical meaning, somewhere in his
wide and miscellaneous reading.
The essays “Democracy, 11 and “Personalism 1 ' became the nuclei
for Democratic Vistas . Whitman used the term “Fersonalism" to
designate the fusion of the individual with the mass, in an
1
ideal democracy of the future. The author never really defined
the term, and it is with great thought and understanding that
we seek clarification of the following passage:
The ripeness of Religion is doubtless to be looked
for in this field of individuality
,
and is a result that
no organization or church can ever achieve. As history
is poorly retain'd by what the technists call history,
and is not given out from their pages, except the
learner has in himself the sense of the well-wrapt, nev-
er yet written, perhaps impossible to be written,
history— so Religion, although casually arrested, and,
after a fashion, preserv'd in the churches and creeds,
does not depend at all upon them, but is a part of the
identified soul, which, when greatest, knows not bibles
in the old way, but in new ways—the identified soul,
which can really confront Religion when it extricates
itself entirely from tne churches, and not before.
Personalism fuses this, and favors it. I should
say, indeed, that only in the perfect uncouoamination
and solitariness of individuality may the spirituality
of religion positively come forth at all. Only here, and
on such terms, the meditation, the devout ecstasy, the
soaring flight. Only here, communion with the mysteries
,
the eternal problems, whence? whither? Alone, and ident-
ity, and the mood—and the soul emerges, and all state-
ments, Churches, sermons, melt away like vapors. Alone,
and silent thought and awe, and aspiration—and then
the interior consciousness
,
like a hitherto unseen
inscription, in magic ink, beams out its wondrous lines
to the sense. Bibles may convey, and priests expound, but
1. Allen, ojd. cit .
,
p. 303
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it is exclusively for the noiseless operation of one’s
isolated Self, to enter the pure ether of veneration,
reach the divine levels, and commune with the unutter-
able . 1
Whitman cannot be praised for his lucidity in this
passage, but with careful thought one can understand that
he is trying to prove that history is not in books, nor is
religion found in churches and bibles, but they are in the
person who has the "identified soul," i.e., true reality is
not in externals but in the person or self whose soul is
"identified." Only for such a person is inspiration, intui-
tive knowledge, and contact with the divine possible, and this
person is the ideal poet of the 1855 Preface to Leaves of Grass
2
and the ideal citizen of Democratic Vistas * Whitman speaks
of true reality as not being external but within the person
who has the "identified soul." What is the "identified soul"
and who has it? At the basis of Whitman’s belief was the theory
that at birth the individual receives his "identity" because
a soul has been assigned to him, so that both body and soul
exist through each other, or we might say the soul has become
individual, and individuality and personality depend finally
3
upon soul and spirit.
This doctrine of "Personalism" and individuality expounded
by Whitman is the heart and substance of Democratic Vistas .
1. Walt Whitman, Complete Prose Works
, pp. 226-227.
2. Allen, op. cit.
,
p. 305.
3. Ibid .
.
p. 305.
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9Whitman believed that the function of government was often mis-
understood by the masses of people. It is not mainly the en-
forcing of law and order, but the development of new cultures.
Democracy is not a political system, but a "grand experiment."
Democracy to Whitman was a morax and ethical ideal—a religion.
1
He believed that religion was^at the core of Democracy.
"Personalism" is the term that 7,hitman uses to cover his
whole program, an all-round development of the self and the
individual, including health, eugenics, education, cultivation
of moral and social conscience, and he rejects institutional-
ized religion, but a genuine, personal life is of paramount
importance. Personalism fuses all these developments, includ-
ing participation in politics and removing the inequality of
women. Since the future of American democracy depends upon the
development of great persons or personalities such as the
world has never known before, literature and art must not be
imitative or derivative of other times or nations, for none
of them possessed or attempted to achieve the great American
2
dream of a transcendent democracy.
7/hitman believed that real political government had not
been attained in the United States because the people had not
sufficiently developed their "individuality." They had not con-
quered selfishness by merging their egoes with the Divinity
within them. Thus whitman's concept of democracy was basically
1. Ibid
.
,
p. 189
.
2 • Ibid •
,
p . 190
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moral rather than political, and his doctrine is essentially
that of the Christian moralist. He taught, as Christ taught,
that the solution of all social evils comes through brotherly
love. All reforms must come from the soul, not from external
1
laws and forms of government.
The essay '’Personalism
1
' published in the Qa 1 n-xy in the
year 1S68 and incorporated almost word for word by '/hitman in
Democratic Tristas constituted the foundation of the author 1 s
democratic idealism. Yith the exception of minor omissions and
additions in punctuation, spelling, re-grouping and deletion of
paragra hs, here and there, throughout the essay, that part of
Democratic Vistas which deals with Personalism, is almost an
exact copy of the essay which appeared in the Galaxy in 1868.
The changes made by the author are so unimportant that they
have in no way altered the meaning and content of the original
essay asjit was incorporated in the prose essay Democratic
Vistas; consequently the specific changes are not worth men-
tioning in this thesis.
Appearing a year earlier in the Galaxy was another essay
written by /hitman which he called "Democracy." The essay was
a direct attack against Thomas Carlyle 1 s "Shooting- Niagara:
2
And After?" which was a most vitriolic denunciation of democ-
1. Ibid
.
,
p. 359.
2. This essay was ubiished in llacMillan’
s
magazine, Vol. XV
I
(May, 1867—October, 1867), pp. 319-336.
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racy in America and the new spirit of liberalism which was
gaining momentum in England. As the spokesman of this new
philosophy in the United States, Whitman felt that he must
refute these charges against the common man in America, and he
knew that he must defend, as well, the demands of the laborers
and mill workers in England for their right to the franchise*
Whitman and Carlyle differed radically in their political
opinions, and they were bound to hurl ink at each other. While
Carlyle viewed with much apprehension the movement toward polit-
ical democracy in England and America, Walt Whitman was chant-
ing praises of the common man and representative government.
Carlyle’s attack against representative government was a call
to battle for Walt Whitman. He became indignant and in his
essay "Democracy," he lashes out against Carlyle and refers to
his mistrust of the masses in England and America in a most
abusive manner. Both men were capable of bitter sarcasm, and
Carlyle had previously said of Whitman and his poetry: "It is
as though the town bull had learned to hold a pen," and Whitman
!
later alluded to Carlyle as "that terrible fellow—that terrible
octopus—who kept forever growling out to us that we were all
going wrong in America. All the democrats—all the radicals:
all going after a mistake—a delusion."
1. Gregory Paine, "The Literary Relations of Whitman and Carlyle
Especial Reference to their Contrasting Views on Democracy,"
Studies in Philology . Vol. XXXVI (July, 1931—No. 3), p. 550.
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In his article "Shooting Niagara: And After?" Carlyle
attacked democracy and the freeing of the slaves. The occasion
was the proposed Reform Bill of Disraeli, which would extend
the suffrage in England from 400,000 to 1,400,000 voters. With
alarm Carlyle warned the ministry that this large number of
voters of whom many were ignorant and destitute might be easily
1
led by scheming demogogues.
The opening paragraphs of this article are ironically
derisive of democracy.
There probably never was... so hugely critical an
epoch in the history of England as this we have now
entered upon, with universal self-congratulations and
flinging up of caps... By Englishmen and Gods, certain
things are to happen, and are now in visible course of
fulfilment. Democracy is to complete itself; to go the
full length of its course, towards the Bottomless or into
it... There will be complete ’liberty' to all persons;
Count of Heads is to be the Divine Court of Appeal on
every question and interest of mankind; Count of heads
to choose a Parliament according to its own head at
last.
2
Carlyle notes that certain prophesies have been fulfilled,
and "that England would have to take the Niagara leap of com-
pleted democracy one day, was also a plain prophecy..." He
scorns the phrase "the equality of men," as though any man
could be equal to any other, as though Quashee Nigger could
be equal to Socrates or Shakespeare, or as though Judas Iscario
could be equal to Jesus Christ. He coins the word "swarmery ,"
t
1. Ibid
.
,
p. b52
2. Carlyle, on . cit. p. 319
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which was the "Gathering of lien in Swarms," and uses it deris-
ively of democratic governments. His chief example of the re-
sults of democracy is the freeing of fhe slaves in America.
He wrote as follows:
By far the noblest result of Swarmery in these times
is that of the late American War, with settlement of the
Nigger Question for result... One always rather likes
the Nigger; evidentally a poor blockhead with good
dispositions, with affections, attachments,—with a
turn for Nigger Melodies, and the like:—he is the only
Savage of all the coloured races that doesn't die out
on sight of the White man; but can actually live beside
him, and work and increase and be merry. The Almighty
has appointed him to De a Servant ... Servants -ip
,
like
all solid contacts between men... must uecome a contract
of permanency, not easy to dissolve, but difficult ex-
tremely,— a "contract for life. "...And this was already
the Nigger's essential position. Mischief, irregularities,
injustices did probably abound between Nigger and Buckra,
but the poisonous toproou of ail mischief .. .never had been
them'. ...To me individually the Nigger's case was not the
most pressing in the world, but away the least sol America,
however, had got into Swarmery upon it and felt that in
the Heavens or on ohe earth there was nothing so lioa-JLj.Jxc
,
or incomparably pr ssing to be done... Half a million...
of excellent White Men, full of gifts and faculty, have
slit one another into horrid death, in a temporary
humour, which will have centuries of remembrance, fierce
enough: and three million Elscks, men and brothers
(of a sort) are completely "emancipated"; launched into
a career of improvement.
1
Having caustically taken care of the "Nigger" question,
Carlyle returns to the Reform Bill and to summarize his con-
tempt of it I quote:
Inexpressibly delirious seems to me... the puddle
of Parliament and Reform upon what it calls the leform
1. Ibid
.
,
p. 322.

14
Measure; that is to say, the calling in of new supplies
of blockheads is in, gullibility, bribeability
,
amen-
ability to beer and balder dash, by way of emending the
woes we have had from our previous sujjplies of that
bad article.
1
Carlyle did not predict that chaos would result immediately
from the democratic extension of Suffrage, as the Niagara plunge
of his title indicates, but that the clashing of parties led
by unscrupulous demagogues would prevent the reform of political
2
and economic evils.
This violent attack on American democracy received, as
already mentioned, a vigorous re: ly from Whitman in his article
"Democracy." Whitman begins his article in long, measured sent-
ences and paragraphs in which he says that the fundamental con-
cept of democracy is founded upon "the soverign and sacredness
of the individual" this same individual, "properly trained, may
and must become a law and a series of laws unto himself." Whit-
man goes on to praise the American people— "Grand, common
stock i" and gives proof of his knowledge by way of his ex-
periences taking care of the sick and wounded soldiers from
both North and South in the hospitals in and about Washington,
during the Civil War. This analysis goes on for about six pages
with only one reference to Carlyle— as "an eminent and vener-
able person abroad." Immediately his tone changes to satire and
3
he directly attacks Carlyle.
1. Ibid .
,
p. 323.
2. Fain, op . cit.
,
p. 554.
3. Ibid
.
,
p. 554.
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This bitter diatribe against Carlyle was not included in
Democratic Vistas , being entirely deleted with the exception
of one reference in the text which Whitman goes on to explain
further in the footnotes:
— I was at first roused to much anger and abuse
by this essay from Mr# Carlyle, so insulting to the
theory of America—but happening to think afterwards
how I had more than once been in the like mood, during
which his essay was evidently cast, and seen persons
and things in the same light, (indeed some might sav
there are signs of the same feeling in these Vistas)
—
I have since read it again, not only as a study, express-
ing as it does certain judgments from the highest feudal
point of view, but have read it with respect as coming
from an earnest soul
?
and as contributing certain sharp-
cutting metallic grains, which, if not gold or silver,
may be good, hard, honest, iron.l
After reading this paragraph one can well see that Whitman
waxed sentimental and became more tolerant, of Carlyle’s point
of view, but in the original essay “Democracy ," he was extreme-
ly ironical in his expression of Carlyle’s views on democracy:
How, then, (for in that shape forebodes the current
deluge)—how shall we, good- class folks, meet the roll-
ing mountainous surges of ” swannery" that already beat
upon and threaten to overwhelm us? What disposal
short of wholesale throat cutting and extermination
(which seems not without its ad antages)
,
offers, for
the countless herds of *hoofs and hobnails,* that will
somehow, and so perversely get themselves born, and
grow up to annoy and vex us? What under heaven is to
become of "nigger Cushee," that imbruted and lazy being
—
now, worst of all, preposterously free? etc# Never before
such a yawning gulf; never such danger as now from
incarnated Democracy advancing with the laboring classes
at its back# Woe the day; woe the doings, the prospects
thereof! England, or any respectable land, giving the
1# Whitman, op# cit.
,
p# 208
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least audience to these "servants of the mud gods," or,
utterly infatuate, extending to them the suffrage, takes
swift passage there with, bound for the infernal pit. Ring
the alarum bell! Put the flags at half masti Or, rather,
let each man spring for the nearest loose spar or plank.
The ship is going down 11
In this next paragraph Whitman strikes out and replies to
the questions and warnings which he implies had come from
Carlyle.
Be not so moved, not to say distraught, my venerable
friend. Spare those spasms of dread and disgust. England,
after her much widened suffrage, as she did before, will
still undergo troubles and tribulations without doubt;
but they will be as nothing to what (in the judgment of
all heads not quite careened and addled)
,
would certainly
follow the spirit, carried out in any modern nation,
these days, of your appeal or diatribe. Neither by berat-
ing them, nor twitting them with their low condition of
ignorance and misery, nor by leaving xhem as they are,
nor by turning the screws still tighter, nor by taking
even the most favorable chances for "the noble Few"
to come round with relief, will the demon of that
"unanimous vulgar" (paying very heavy taxes) be pacified
and made harmless any more. Strangely enough, about the
only way to really lay the fiend appears to be this very
way—the theme of these your ravings. A sort of fate and
antique Nemesis, of the highest old Greek tragedy sort, is
in it (as in our Play, or affair rapidly of late here in
The South, through all the acts— indeed a regular, very
wondrous Aeschylean piece—to that old part First, that
bound and charmed unkillable Prometheus, now, after
twenty-three hundred years, very grandly and epico-dram-
atically supplementing and fully supplying the last, or
never before, composed, Second and Third parts). Your
noble hereditary. Anglo-Saxon-Norman institutions (still
here so loudly championed and battled for in your arg-
ument) having been, through some seven or eight centuries,
thriftily engaged in cooking up this mess, have now got
to eat it. The only course eligible, it is plain, is to
plumply confront, embrace, absorb, swallow (0, big and
1. Walt Whitman, "Democracy," Galaxy , Vol. IV (May, 1867, to
Dec., 1867), p. 926.
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bitter pill!) the entire British "swannery," demon,
"loudroughs" and all. These ungrateful men, not satis-
fied with the poor-house for uheir old age, and the
charity-school for their infants, evidently mean busi-
ness—may be of the bloody kind. By all odds, my friend,
the thing to do is make a flank movement, surround them,
disarm them, give them their first degree, incorporate
them in the State as voters, and then wait for the next
emergency.l
In the third paragraph, Whitman becomes most vicious and
even abuses Carlyle:
Nor may I permit myself to dismiss this utterance
of the eminent person without pronouncing its laborious-
ly- earned and fully-deserved credit for about the
highest eminence attained yet, in a certain direction,
of any linguistic product, written or spoken, to me
known, I have had occasion in my past life (being born,
as it were, with propensities, from ray earliest years,
to attend popular American speech-gatherings, conventions,
nominations, camp-meetings, and the like, and also as a
reader of newspapers, foreign and domestic)—I therefore
know that trial to one's ears and brains from divers
creatures, alluded to o,y sample, and well-hetchelled in
this diatribe, crow-cawing the words liberty, loyalty,
human rights, constitution, etc. I, too, have heard the
ceaseless braying, screaming blatancy (on behalf of my
own side)
,
making noisest threats and clatter stand for
sense. But I must now affirm that such a comic-painful
hullabaloo and vituperative cat-squalling as this about
"The Niagara leap," "swarmery," "Orsonism," etc. (mean-
ing, in point, as I make out, singly extending to full-
grown British working-folk, farmers, mechanics, clerks,
and so on—the "industrial aristocracy," indeed, there
name#—the privilege of the ballot, or vote, deciding,
by popular majorities, who shall be designated to sit in
one of the two Houses of Parliament, if it means anything).
I never yet encountered; no, not even in extremest hour
of midnight, in whooping Tennessee revival, or Bedlam
let loose in crowded, colored Carolina bush-meeting.
2
After this severe verbal tongue lashing, Whitman returns
1. Ibid
.
,
p. 925
2. Ibid . « p. 926
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to the more sober thought of his argument for a political dem-
ocracy and his visions of a republic in future years, extend-
ing from ocean to ocean, including possibly Canada, with women
equal to men, and with a new literature to represent its life
and soul.
ith the exception of a few more paragraphs reiterating
his firm belief in democracy and the "Oneness, averaging, in-
clud ng all; of Identity—the indissoluble Union of These
States," the essay "Democracy" remains much the same as Whitman
incorporated it in Democratic Vistas . There, too, is a grand com-
parison of democracy with Christianity which is worth mention-
ing:
Time, and must be Faith; and Opportunities, though
gradual and stow, will everywhere ue born. And beaming
like a star, to any and to all, what ever else may for
a while be ouenched, shines not the eternal signal in the
West?
— Tiiere is (turning home again) a thought, o, fact,
I must not forget— subtle and vast, dear to America,
twin-sister of its democracy— so ligatured indeed to it
that either ’s death, if now the other’s also would make
that other live out life dragging a corpse, a loathsome,
horrid tag and burden forever at its feet, 'hat, ancient
race of Israel, through storm and calm, through ^ublic
g-lory and their name’s humiliation, tenacious, refusing to
be argued with, shedding: all shafts of ridicule and dis-
belief, undestroyed by captivities, battles, deaths—for
neither the scalding blood of W...r, nor the rotted ichor
of peace could ever wash it out, nor has yet—a great
Idea, bedded in Judah’s heart— source of the loftiest
Poetry the world yet knows— continuing on the same,
though all else varies— the spinal thread of the incred-
ible romance of those people’s career along five thousand
years— so runs this thought, this fact, amid our own land’s
race and history. It is the thought of Oneness, averaging,
including all; of Identity—uhe indissoluble Union of
These States. 1
T& Ibid . , p. 927.
I.
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With considerable revision, Whitman took the two essays
on 11 Democracy 11and '‘Personalism," hitched them roughly together,
added pages of introduction and conclusion and published the
whole as a pamphlet of eighty-four pages under the title of
Democratic Vistas «1
Although Whitman later r vised the original publication
of Democratic Vistas as it a peered later in his Complete
Works, (1S78, 1882), the changes made by the author are minor
and do not greatly affect the content of the essay. The re-
vision mi* ht have been better, i.e., from a structural view-
point. His sentence structure is ] oor; his sentences too wordy,
and his use of punctuation, particularly commas and parenth-
eses, becomes unbearable for the average reader.
A paragraph on "the labor question" which '."hitman foot-
noted in the original publication, bur did not include in the
later Complete orks edition is worth quoting:
The Labor question.— The immense problems of the
relations, adjustment, conflict, between Labor and its
status and pay, on the one side, and the Capital of em-
ployers un the other side—looming up over These States
like an ominous, limitless, murky croud, perhaps before
long uo overshadow us all; the many thousands of decent
working-people, through the cities and elsewhere prying
1. W It '.hitman, Democratic Vistas . Hew York: J. S. Redfield,
Publishers, 140 Fulton St., (Upstairs), 1871. The original
edition of Democratic Vistas was in pamphlet form with a
green soft paper cover and priced to sell for seventy-
five cents. The essay itself consisted of 78 pages with a
total of 84 pages, including the "General Hotes." These
essays in the "General Notes" were brief impressions of the
author’s and were included, in part, in Whitman’s Complete
'forks
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to keej up a good appearance, but living by daily toil
from hand to mouth, with nothing- ahead, and no owned
homes— the increasing aggregation of capital in the
hands of a few-—the chaotic confusion of labor in the
Southern States, consequent on the abrogation of slavery-'
the Asiatic immigration on our Pacific side— the advent
of new machinery, dispensing more and more with hand-
work—the growing alarming spectacle of countless squads
of vagabond children, roaming everywhere the streets and
wharves, of the great cities, getting trained for thiev-
ery and prostitution—the hideousness and squalor of
certain quarters of the cities—the advent of late years
and increasing frequency, of these pompous, nauseous,
outside shows of vulgar wealth
—
(what a chance for a new
Juvenal!)—wealth acquired perhaps by some quack, some
measureless financial rogue, triply brazen in impudence,
only shielding himself by his money from a shaved head,
a striped dress, and a felon* s cell; and then, below
all, the plausible, sugar coated, but abnormal and sooner
or later inevitably ruinous delusion and loss, of our
system of inflated paper-money currency, (cause of all
conceivable swindles, false standards of value, and prin-
cipal breeder and bottom of those enormous fortunes for
the few, and of poverty for the million)—with that other
plausible and sugar-coated delusion, the theory and
practice of a protective tariff, still clung to by many;
such, with plenty more, stretching themselves through
many long years, for solution, stand as huge impedimenta
of America's progress.
1
The "General Notes" which are at the conclusion of the
pamphlet are divided into "Society," "British Literature,"
"The Late War," "General Elections, Suffrage, etc.," "State
Rights," and "Latest From Europe." Of these brief impressions,
only three are included in the Complete Works edition.
Democratic Vistas , a composite of half-conflicting ideas,
representing developing stages in Whitman's thought concerning
1. Ibid.
,
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democracy, stands today because of the way it was put together.
The essay was not completely integrated; hence, difficult to
analyze, or to comprehend as an expression of Whitman* s views*
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CHAPTER III
DtaAhl OF DEMOCRATIC VISTAS
Walt Whitman was not a professional critic, a writer on
men and books; nevertheless, he was one of the most important
critics that America has produced. True, his philosophical
speculations were written without logical arrangement, and his
style of writing without form becomes exasperating, but the
value of the thoughts expressed and the sincerity displayed
by the author make his masterpiece in prose, Democratic Vistas ,
a challenge and a guide to Americans seeking to live a life
productive to themselves and designed for some future use to
society in America and in the world at large.
Walt Whitman was, primarily, a poet, but he has been under
estimated as a writer of prose. Although it is more difficult
to read, his prose is as reflective and rhapsodical as his
poetry. Democratic Vistas preaches the same gospel of democracy
and comradeship; it has the same endless concreteness and
vitality, and it shows the same disregard for every convention
of grammar and style. Often it becomes hopelessly diffused
with terms of mysticism, but often, too, it is warmed with
emotion; often it becomes vivid and extraordinarily expressive.
For the student’s purpose of analysis, Democratic Vistas
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msy be separated into five major divisions which in substance
the author states the following:
I. Ther must be a new crop of American authors: men
capable of going beyond all present endeavors in
creative expression— '‘perfect personalities...
original, transendental
,
and expressing. .democ-
racy and the modern."
II. There must be a great national literature to be-
come, in the future, the justification and re-
liance of American democracy.
III. Democracy must become a religion for all.
IV. In order to justify itself, American democracy
must develop a new individual capable of acting
and responding "by voluntary standards and Self-
reliance."
V. Cur greatness as a nation has been founded upon
and will exist because of the following reasons:
A. The nature of the origin of the United
States with its constitution has made
the individual supreme.
B. Our mane ‘ial riches anc natural resources
have provided us with a foundation upon
which to build.
C. The entire success of this experiment
in democracy in the United States is de-
pendent upon a new native expression yet
to come . . . “disgslving the old, slougning
off surfaces, and from its own interior
and vital principles, reconstructing, de-
mocratizing society."
These five major divisions constitute the sum and in brevity
the substance of Democratic Vistas.
. .
.
.
.
.
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In dealing with the first topic, a need for a new crop of
American authors, Whitman believed that man's problems are
mainly social and religious, and final settlement of these
ills will come eventually through literature.
The priest departs, the divine literatus comes. Never
was anyth ng more wanted than, to-day, and here in the
States, the ; oet of the modern is wanted, or the great
literatus of the modern. At all times, perhaps, the cen-
tral point in any nation, and that whence it is itself
really sway'd the must, and whence it sways others, is
its national literature, especially its archetypal A oems
.
Above all previous lan s, a great original literature is
surely to become the justification and reliance, (in some
respects the sole reliance,) of American democracy.
1
Regardless of our priceless heritage of government by
the people and material success, we must produce new teachers
capable of making an America free from the tradition and cul-
ture of the old world. We in America must step out on our- own
and create our own art, literature, and music. We must be a
people free and indivi ualistic with no ties with the feudal
past.
Admitting all this, with the priceless value of
our political institutions, general suffrage, (and fully
acknowledging the latest, widest opening of the doors,)
I say that, far deeper than these, what finally and only
is to make of our western world a nationality superior
to any hither known, and outtopping, the past, must be
vigorous, yet unsuspected Literatures, perfect personal-
ities and sociologies, original, transcendental
,
and
expressing (what, in highest sense, are not pet express'd
at all,) democracy and the modern. Witn these, and out of
these
,
X
"promulge new races of Teachers, and of perfect
Women, indispensable t endow; the birth- stock of a New
World. For feudalism caste, the ecclesiastic traditions,
though palpably retreating from political institutions,
1. .'alt ' hitman, Complete Prose _orks, p. 200.

still hold essentially
,
by their spirit, even in this
country, entire possession of the more important fields,
indeed the very subsoil, of education, and of social
standards and literature .
1
We in America have assumed the task of making democracy
lasting and practical; we are attempting- to put the moral and
political speculations of ages into practice and without a
national literature based solely on this new spirit of freedom
and without native authors to produce this literature, we may
prove to be the most tremendous failure of all Lime.
Whitman discusses his second topic, the need for a great
national literature, at length. In emocratic Vistas, he
shows grave concern over the utter lack of good literature
produced in America, hat writers h--ve been producing in the
past does not fill the need of this great land. America demands
bold poetry as powerful as she is herself, inspired by science
and the modern. We must bend our vision toward the future and
not toward the past. A..erica's real poetic expression lies
sleeping, and that literature which is escriptive of America
both great and small has not yet arrived. 11 1 say it were a
standing disgrace to any nation, distinguish’d above others by
the variety and vastness of its ter itories, its materials, its
inventive activity, and the splendid practicality of its people,
not to rise and soar above others also in its crigi ai styles
m literature and art, and its own supply of intellectual and
1 . Ibid
.
,
pp . 198-199
•
'
esthetic master^ ieees, archetypal, and consistent with itself.
I know not a land except ours that has not to some extent,
however small, made its title clear." All countries have their
ballads, and great poems about death. We must have poets great-
er than ghakesj eare or Homer. We need poets who can link the
known with the unknown. Cur i oets of the future "will absorb
whatever science indicates, with spiritualism and out of them,
and our of their own genius, will compose the great poems of
death.
"
Democracy if it is going to last must have its own liter-
ature and Whitman insists that his plan fo the future must be
based upon this new- and greater "literatus," and "its possibi-
lity, underlies these en ire speculations and all the rest is
founded upon it. It really seems to me the condition, not only
of our future national and democratic development, but of our
perpetuation." With all this materialistic advancement in Amer-
ica there must be a counter-bal .nee of spirituality "for the
pure conscience, for genuine esthetics, and for absolute and
primal manliness and womanliness— or less our modern civiliza-
tion wdth all its improvements, is in vain and we are on the road
to a destiny, a status, equivalent, in its real world, 'to that
of the fabled damned."
Immortal Judah and Greece will be remembered by men be-
cause of their contribution to world literature, and the genius
."...J
of Greece resided in its literature air1 esthetics, later becom-
ing the main support of European culture. Whitman concedes
that "the influences which stamp the world’s historyfare wars,
uprisings or downfalls of dynasties, changeful movements of
trade, important inventions, navigations, military or civil
governments, advent of powerful personalities, conquerers, etc.
These of course play their part; yet, it may he, a single new
thought, imagination, abstract principle, even literary style,
fit for the time, put in shape by some great literatus, and
projected among mankind, may duly cause charges, growths, re-
movals, greater than the longest bloodiest war, or the most
stupendous. . .political
,
dynastic, or commercial overturn.
"
In the past, ideals became realized and were expressed
through the arts rather than by technical literature, but tech-
nical literature m our day and for current purposes is not
only more eligible than all the other arts put together, but has
become the only general means of morally influencing the world.
The great artists, sculptors, and the dramatic temper of the
theatre are no longer indispensable in bringing about improve-
ment in man's intellect and appreciation of the esthetic.
Architecture and music will always have their moral influence
upon man, but literature is above all. It shapes the character
of the church and the school, and it will always be the domin-
-*
sting force lea ing to a finer spiriijof democracy in the United
States.
In America, literature tills its crop in many fields and
while s me types of literature flourish, others lag. Of all
these various types of literature given expression, here, in
our country, imaginative literature, especially poetry is the
"grand stock cf all." Our journalists and scientists show prom-
ise for good literature he ause they are writing of the present,
hut these i splays are not enough; we need and must have a new
creative literature, and "unless it goes deeper, gets at least
as firm and as warm a hold in men’s hearts, emotions and be-
liefs, as, in their days, feudalism or ecclesiasticism, and
inaugurates its own perennial sources, welling from the cen-
ter forever, its strength will he defective, its growth doubt-
ful, and its main cnarm wanting."
If it, v;ere possiole for some two or three original writers
to arise "They would do more to make America great than all
Constitutions, legislative and judicial ties, and all its
hitherto political, warlike
,
or materialistic experiences. No-
thing would he more opportune than to serve the United States
better than to have and to serve ail than an aggregate of
heroes, characters, exploits, sufferings, prosperity or misfor-
tune, glory or disgrace, common to all typical of all—no less,
*.
but even greater would be to possess the aggregation of a
cluster of mighty poets, artists, teachers, fit for us, nation-
al ex^-essers, comprehending and effusing for the men and women
of the States, what is universal, native, common to all, inland
and seaboard, northern and southern,"
For America there must be fusion of the States into the
only reliable identity, the moral and artistic one. Our liter-
ature in the past has been ruled by a "scornful supercilious-
ness," and the aim of literature seemed to be to find something
about which to make fun.
Whitman believed that America had gone to pot, and "the
depravity of the business classes of our country is not less
than had been supposed, but infinitely greater. The official
services of America, national, state, and municipal, in all
their branches and departments, except the judiciary, are sat-
urated in corruption, uriuery, falsehood, mal-administration;
and the judiciary is tainted. The great cities reek with re-
spectable as much as non-respectable roboery and scoundrel! sm.
"
For whitman, the only cure would, ue through a new literature,
one unaerlying me, religion, consistent with science, and
handling tne elements and forces with competent power.
Literature must recognize the people, ooaay. M lt seems as
if, so far, there were sume natural repugnance between a liter-
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ocracies."
In Our ne r, literature or tnese States, Nature, true Nature
and tne true idea of Nature, lung abseno, must above art, ue-
Cviue fully restored, enlarged and muse furnish the background
i'or our
x
oems and ir ovioe uie test or all hign riterary and
esthetic corij. osxtion. "I du nut mean the smouun wal^s
,
trimmed
neages, puseys and xaghtingales of the English poets, out the
whole ur-D, with res geologic msouiy
,
uie rwusmos, carrying, nre
and snow', that rolls through the ill! litable areas, light as a
feather, though weighing billions of tons."
The real test of our literature and the true question to
ask respectin a bok "is has it help’d any human soul? This is
the hint, statement, not only of the great literatus, his book,
but of every great artist." There should be a moral purpose
underlying- every worthwhile actiyity in literature.
In discussing the third main division of democratic Vistas
the development of democracy into a religion, 7/hitman wanted to
be the founder of a tenable scientific religion with a definite
ly philosophic world outlook. There is little doubt that he
wished above all else to affect profoundly the thinking of his
1
own and succeeding generations.
1. Gay dilson ..lien, ' alt d-hitman Handbook
, p. 236.
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Whitman "believed that at the core of democracy is the re-
ligious element. "All the religions, old and new, are there,"
and the full development of religion can only come through the
individual, the foundation stone of the whole democratic move-
ment. Although the churches can after a fashion achieve some
religiousness
,
the true religion is in the identified soul which
knows no church oi* creed and cannot be fully expressive until it
extricates itself from church and creed.
Whitmaa believed that theology, art and literature had much
in common. "All tie a race. They all appeal to the same emotions,
pride, love spirituality, common to human kind. The spirit and
the form are one, and depend far more on association, identity
and place, than is supposed. Subtly interwoven with the mater-
iality and personality of a land, a race—Teuton, Turk, Calif-
ornian, or what not--there is always something— I can hardly
tell what it is—history but describes the results of it—it is
the same as the untenable look of some human faces. Nature is
full of it--but to most it is a secret. This something is rooted
in the invisible roots, the profoundest meanings of that place,
race, or nationality; and to absorb and again effuse it, utter-
ing words and products as from its midst, and carrying it into
highest regions, is the work, or a main part of the work, of any
country's true author,
x
oet, historian, lecturer, ana perhaps
even priest and philosoph. 11
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A new individual capable of acting and responding through
voluntary standards and self-reliance was the thesis of Walt
Whitman* s fourth main topic in Democratic Vistas . Whitman be-
lieved that every man should be his own government, his own law,
his own church, a system within himself. Whitman would have
denied it, I’m sure; nevertheless, his beliefs regarding indi-
vidualism are strikingly similar to those held by many nine-
teenth century anarchists. Certainly, Whitman would not have
disagreed with the popular anarchistic beliefs of Pierre Joseph
Proudhon, a brilliant Frenchman, who became the leader of the
anarchistic movement in France. The philosophical anarchism of
Henry David Thoreau, regarding the exploitation of the indi-
vidual by the state, would be in keeping with Whitman’s basic
philosophy. Proudhon’s followers in America, Benjamin Tucker
and Josiah Warren, had much in common with Walt Whitman. Undoubt-
edly, Whitman would not have disapproved of the popular anarchis
ic belief that in the sight of God and nature, the highest law
is that of the individual expression, and that compulsion, for
whatever purpose, serves only to corrupt the otherwise normal
relations of men.
Whitman would also have agreed that given freedom to ex-
perience his own choice, man is by nature sociable, co-operative
and good. His normal impulse under such conditions is to join
with others in functional groups for their mutual advantage. So
long as these associations remain voluntary in character, un-
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corrupted by force or coercion, the essential goodness of the
1
individual will prevail.
Whitman was striving for this same ideal society with the
individual supreme, but felt that such self-realization could
and must be achieved through democracy. Whitman* s "divine liter-
atus," would carry the banner of his new freedom, and make
forever immortal his supreme individual in America.
As in nature the greatest lessons are variety and freedom,
so this same variety and freedom should exist in an organized
society with opportuni^ for human nature to expand itself in all
directions. Political history has arisen from the necessity of
a deciding authority and a want of cohesion. One can speak of
property rights and all those tangible elements that go to make
a state, but the foundation and beginning point is individual
man. "Untouchable by any canons of authority, or any rule de-
rived from precedent, state-safety, the acts of legislatures,
or even from what is called religion, modesty, or art. The ra-
diation of this truth is the key of the most significant doings
of our immediately preceding three centuries, and has been the
political genesis and life of America. . .Beneath the expressions
of society as well as in political life, man as an individual is
making himself known and felt as a unit unto himself... in the
1. Louis Wasserman, Modern Political Philosophies
, pp. 57-67
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main, not from extrinsic acquirements or position, but in the
pride of himself or herself along; and, as an eventual conclus-
ion and summing up, (or else the entire scheme of things is
aimless, a cheat,. ••the simple idea that the last, best de_ end-
ence is to be upon humanity itself, and its own inherent, normal
full-grown ualities, without any superstitious support what-
ever. 11 This idea of perfect individualism gives character to
the idea of the aggregate, and we consolidate only for the bene-
fits derived for the individual. The purpose of democracy is
to see that man d°es become a law unto himself, and like nature
once established will carry on forever. "For to democracy the
leveler, the unyielding principle ofthe average, is surely
joined axiother principle, equally unyielding, clo. ely tracking
the first, indispensable to it, opposite, (as the sexes are
opposite,) and whose existence, confronting and ever modifying
the other, often clashing, paradoxical, yet of highest avail
without the other, plainly supplies to these grand cosmic
politics of ours, and to the launch’d forth mortal dangers of
republic nism, to-day or any day, the counterpart and offset
whereby Mature restrains the deadly original relentlessness of
all her first-class laws. This second principle is individuality,
the pride and centripetal isolation of a human being in himself
—
identity
—
personalism, hatever the name, its acceptance and
.,
.
thorough infusion through the organizations of political common-
ality now shooting Aurora-like about the world, are of utmost
impatfcance, as the principle itself is needed for very life’s
sake. It forms, in a sort, or is to form, the compensating
balance-wheel of the successful working machinery of aggregate
America.
"
In this new personalism, individuality
,
this new model
for our America, we must consider parentage first. Our new
individual must have a strong fibred and clear-blooded physique*
Ee must have a ’’simple, unsophisticated Conscience, the primary
moral element.”
In conclusion and expressing Whitman’s fifth main topic in
Democratic Vistas , the sum and substance being that America has
been founded and will exist because of the nature of Its origin;
N
its constitution has made the individual supreme; America’s
material wealth has provided the nation with a solid foundation
upon which to build, but the entire success of this experiment
is dependent upon a new native expression yet to come. These are
the three "grand stages of preparation-strata.” Two have taken
place and the third is yet to come. "The first stage was the
planning and putting on record the political foundation rights
of immense masses of people. . .This is the American programme,
not fo classes, but for universal man, and is embodied in the

compacts of the Declaration of Independence, and, as it began
and hasnow grown, with its amendments, the Federal Constitution
and in the State governments, with all their interiors, and witb|
general suffrage; those having the sense not only of what is in
themselves, but that' their certain several things started,
planted, hand: eds of others in the same direction duly arise
and follow."
The second relates to material success which we have, and
the third stage, rising out of the previous ones to make them all
illustrious, "I, now, for one, promulge, a.nouncing a native ex-
ression- spirit
,
getting' into form, adult, and through mentality
for these States self contain’d, different from others, more
expansive, more rich and free, to be evidenced by original
authors, poets to come, by American personalities, plenty of
them male and female, traversing the States, none exempted
—
and by native superber tableaux and growths of language, songs,
operas, orations, lectures, architecture—and by a sublime and
serious eligious Democracy sternly taking ennmand, dissolving
the old, sloughing; off surfaces, and from its own interior and
vital principles, reconstrueting
,
democratizing society."
For America there must be something more than just equal
rights— a govqrnrn nt to see that men live in harmony. America
j. . r
*
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has a greater task, one of profound progress. America, daughter
of a "physical revoluti:n—mother of the true revolutions, which
are of the interior life, and ofthe arts. For so long as the
spirit is noc changed, any change of appearance is of no avail."
Walt Whitman bruught to world literature a new and profound
interpretation of life in terms of an inner s^ iritual democracy,
and he will always remain in the foreground of American liter-
ature because of his critical analysis of political and social
democracy in the United States.
In the final analysis, Whitman believed that liberty and
equality, in the ideal democratic state, must be preserved at
all costs. With self respect and respect for others, the indi-
vidual must reign supreme, and the supremacy of love in human
relations must supplant rivalry. In Whitman's democracy there
would be no place for coercive authority, but m its place
would be natural leadership based upon innate fitness. The
social sympathies of '.hitman’s ideal citizen would be so devel-
oped that the regulation of production would De free of monop-
olistic interference and the creative ability of the individual
would be governed by a new inner spirituality.
The base materialist would hold this philosophy of Whit-
:ian in contempt, but the idealist can hope, perhaps in vain,
hat through some miracle of God or nature Whitman's new indi-
,,
. I . .
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vidual will be born, working for the good of all
the present anri- social form of competition and
harmony in all human relations.
,
out-distancing
establi shing
.
CH^PTEr. IV
CRITICISM
Upon reading Walt Whitman* s Democratic Vistas and having
consideration, primarily, for the philosophical values therein,
one can by more forgiving- of the author* s cumbersome style or
perhaps the complete lack of it, Whitman was trying diligently
to make his speculations clear and articulate, but he, like the
artist trying to create a masterpiece, failed because he
had not learned that sometimes, it is the absence of dexail in
composition that makes for greater clarity rather than the in-
clusion of detail. Wixh words Whitman tried to convey minute
shades of meaning in ethical values, and lacking concrete ex-
amples, because of the originally of his idea, he became lost
in a melange of cogitations. Regardless of the faulty structure
of Democratic Vistas , students who read this essay should man-
age to absorb the essential purpose and spirit of its contents.
The philosophical values are present within the essay and they
are hardly ever by-passed. Whitman* s style may be said to be
panoramic, illuminating the sense of the mass and multitude.
He had something worthwhile to say and he said it precisely
for what it was worth. He at least tried to reach the minds of
his readers. Walt Whitman’s Democratic Vistas with all of its
‘
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looseness and repetition was more realistic in concept than
any of Whitman’s previous writings, and the author showed some-
thing of what a true democracy involved. Whitman had come to
see more clearly than ever before the evils in society, but
he failed to trace them back to their roots in human nature;
therefore he could only magnify the physical and moral scope,
failing to realize that no true change m man would exist un-
less man himself made some attempt at altering his whole present
spiritual make-up. Whitman does suggest that this spiritual
change must take place, and goes on to tell us that it event-
ually will be brought about by his “divine literatus," his crop
of writers who will instill this new spirit of brotherly love,
but the author of Democratic Vistas fails to give us anything
solid upon which to base our foundation. True, he does tell us in
detail what special attributes our "specimen of the species"
should develop, and how he should conduct himself in society,
but that new individualism or personalism for which he is striv-
ing to elucidate goes beyond our grasp and definition, leaving us
only with the symbol of the divine in words. In the following
passage, we understand only for a fleeting moment his concept
of personalism—the real identity of man and then all becomes
miasma and vanishes into the ether.
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...Only here, and on such oerms, the meditation, the
devout ecstasy, me soaring flignt. wnly here, communion
Vvi oil i/he mysteries, me eternal prooiems, whence?
whither? Alone, and identity, and the mood— and the soul
emerges, and all statements, churches, sermons, melt away
like vapors, .-lone, and siieno muughc and awe, end
aspiration—and then the moeiiur Cwiiscxouaness, like a
star, a hitherto unseen inscription, in magic ink, begins
out its wondrous lines to the sense. Bibles may convey,
and priests expound, but it is exclusively for the
noiseless operation of one’s isolated Self, to enter the
pure ether of veneration, reach the divine levels, and
commune with the unutterable .1
Because Whitman's prose and poetry lacked form, he was
continually questioned. Once in committing himself to such a
query advanced by Horace Traubel, biographer and friend, he
replied:
1 have never given any stud
v
merely to expression:
it has never appealed to me as a thing valuable or sig-
nificant in itself: I have been deliberate, careful, even
fooled with technique more than enough to provide for
simply getting through: ofter that I would not give a
twist of my chair for all the rest.
2
Questioned again he mentioned that "What I am after is the con-
tent not the music of words. Perhaps the music happens— it does
3
no harm.
"
\/hitman had his reason for not wanting to commit himself
into stating that he was^dhering to a particular style, because
he felt that by admitting style hepas casting doubt upon his
own sincerity, and fundamental literary intentions. He insisted
1. halt Whitman, Complete . rose _orks, pp. 226-227.
2. Horace Traubel, With ralt Whitman in Camden , III, p. 84.
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that his prose did have form, capable of expressing his mystic-
al ideas, but he would never admit conscious planning and mould-
ing of the expression, proving that his ambigmity' was clever
strategy. He thought that his function as a writer was to hint
rather than to state, to initiate rather than complete. With Whi
man, it was the glory of the expression that counted and there
is nothing better than simplicity, the concrete evidence of
which is found in nature. Whitman considered himself the pas-
sive agent through whom nature flows without hindrance or con-
scious direction. This doctrine resulting in the uninhibited
flow of confessions bubbling: up from within the poet gave ’.hit-
man belief that he could solve the problems of form by reject-
ing all conventional techniques. If he actually believed this, i'
was the greatest of all his illusions for without conventions
of some sort there can be no communications v/hatever. Conception
of an idea depends upon the ability of the hearer or reader to
recognize some form of order in the linguistic symbols of the
2
speaker or writer.
Whitman had hoped that his supposed technique would ex-
press an inner rather than an oute:. harmony. He was not so
much concerned with the object and how it looked as he was with
the "spirit" of their relationships. His forte was not to de-
scribe or imitate external nature, but to convey the creative-
1. Gay * ilson Allen, Walt ' "hitman Handbook
, pp. 377-378.
2. Ibid .
« p. 382.
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ness ox nature.
Because of his attempt at creating a new literary tech-
nique, Whitman has been accused by Van Vyck Brooks of retarding
the real growth of literature in America. Brooks believed that
Whitman* s influence was somewhat dubious but of considerable
importance. Brooks states that:
A great writer, a great artist is not to be judged
by his influence upon other writers, upon other artists.
It could be easily shown, indeed, it has been shown by
Ur. Middleton Murry, that Milton’s genius perverted Eng-
lish poeiry for two or three generations by turning it
away from its normal course, and it is proverbial that
Michael Angelo was the ruin of Italian painting, for
every artist who came under his sway was constrained to
attempt what he alone was able to carry out. Irresistible
in their own craft among their own folks, is the ascend-
ancy of these dynamic men, and there appears to be no lav/
that governs
,
for good or ill, the times of their coming.
Side by side v/ith a Dante or a Pushkin, emerging at a
moment when the forces of a people’s life, assembled or
assembling, v;ant only the direction that a supreme spirit
can give them. One finds these calamitous irruptions of
genius at moments when a people's life is already perhaps
in decay, which for them, or under the influence of a
different sort of spirit, might well have been arrested.
This is to speak only from the point of view of the nation
and the craft*, in the general sense, in the human sense, is
the great artist ever inopportune? Is the ox to be judged
by the fate of the fro. s who, under- the spell of his pro-
pinquity
,
and driven to imitate him burst themselves in
the process? . . .Whitman’ s influence, it seems to me, has
been more than dubious. Over our literature he has cast
his long, luminous shadow-, and some of the weaknesses of
our literature lie at his door. How/ ironical it is, if
true, that he who prophesied for this country a 'class of
native authors fit to cope with our occasion’ should con-
tribute to postpone its coming.
1
1. Van Eyck Brooks, Sketches in Criticism , "The Influence of
Whitman," pp. 178-179.
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Although Walt Whitman 1 s peculiar style may have arrested
the growth of originality in American creative expression, the
literary craft in this country owes one of its greatest possess-
ions, the imposing idea of its office and opportunity, to him
and Democratic Vistas will remain a guide to better literary
1
accomplishments •
A nation must have a great national literature and great
men to create it* Paralleling the Whitman dicutm, Maxim Gorky
wrote in 1920: “Literature, the living and imagined hisuory of
the exploits and errors, of the excellencies and failures of
our ancestors, possessing the mighty power of influencing the
organization of thought, of refining the crudity of the instincts,
educating the will, must finally fulfill her planetary role—the
role of the power which most firmly and intimately unites the
people by the consciousness of their sufferings and longings, by
the consciousness of the community of their desire for the
happiness of a life that is oeautiful and free/’ Gorky said
much the same as Whitman, but he certainly expressed himself in
a more concrete manner. How much better it would have been if
Walt Whitman had bequeathed this conception of their office to
2
his fellow writers.
Never has the countenance of America received such a terrible
scrutiny as it received in Democratic Vistas : yet after all
these years, Walt Whitman’s diagnosis still remains true, and his
1. Ibid
.
,
p. 180.
2. Ibid .
.
p. 181
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description of our literature remains, in a large measure, true
also. We cannot flatly speak of this literature as "profoundly
sophisticated, insane," or say of it that "its very joy is mor-
bid"; but we cannox, assert that it has progressed very far in
"furnishing the materials and suggestions of personality" for
the men and women of this country, and for this Whitman himself
is in a measure to blame. His influence has been irresistible;
and this influence is in certain ways incapable to bring about
1
the results that he desired.
Van Wyck Brooks states that it was probably from Carlyle
that Walt Whitman derived his idea of the "divine literatus,"
which probably originated with Fichte (On the Nature of the
Scholar). This same idea of the writer* s office impregnates much
of the literature of Northern Europe. The Russians developed the
idea of an intelligentsia as the potential saviors of the
people, and the Germans and Scandinavians have understood the
2
manifold inrplications of this same concept of responsibility.
Regarding the purpose of literature, the making of a
better man, the European writers have realized that this can
be achieved only by a constant effort of self-discipline, or
self-emancipation on the part of the few, and for them the
mere fact of being a writer entails the obligation of being a
pace maker for a new world. This means selection and discrimin-
1. Ibid ., p. 182.
2. Ibid .
.
p. 182.
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stion. Because life needs height, it needs stairs and a con-
flict among the steps and among those ascending them. In short,
a class of "sacerdotal authors" presupposes a kind of hierarchy;
and a hierarchy, an aristocracy, but in this scheme Whitman has
no place, './hitman’s every thought and word was a negation of
discipline, and this scheme pre-supposes selection and discrim-
1
i .ation.
Ferhaps if Whitman had not become an invalid, the whole
course of our literature might have been different. He might
have attained a furt *er stage of development and set working
m our literature the lever without whici it will never have
eitner depth or elevation, '/hitman gave the idea of "spontaneity 1
to our literature, and it has remained the dominant influence
m our literature, and has failed to give our life decision, to
radiating and providing heroic manners, to furnishing the sug-
gestions of personality, to elevation, self-emancipation, or
any of the other aims that Whitman himself proposed. True, the
literature of our day represents a certain advance from the
"perpetual i istareen paste-^ ot" work of the literature that
followed the Civil War, but it hasnot reached the goal set by
Whitman in Democratic Vistas . Cur literature is still at the
awk ard stage and reveals no decisive signs of passing beyond it.
For this, 1 ithout a doubt, the ideal of "Me imperturbe, stand-
5 1- . 1S31. Ibid.
.!
t r$v’I
. ie
;
.
1
ing at. ease in ^Mature,” is more cnan a little responsible*
There may be some justification for Van Wyck brook*
s
believing that Walt Whitman did pervert American literature
in the sense that Whitman* s idea of the “spontaneous” did give
rise to a spirit of careless abandon, but, regardless of
Brook’s contention, Whitman cannot be held responsible for weak-
nesses which are part of our whole social structure* These
weaknesses find their origin in the very nature of mankind, as
we know him today. Writers are men, capable of falling into the
same pit of human foibles, out of v/hich they were supposed to
redeem their followers. Whitman merely set Jie stage, but he
did insist upon discipline in writing and “a strong mastership
of the general inferior self by the superior self,” which ”is
to be added, secured, indirectly, but surely, by the literatus,
in his works, shaping, for individual or aggregate democracy, a
great passionate body, in and along with which goes a great
masterful spirit.” Whitman was the prophet; he has presented
the challenge and the guide for a better literature, and one
day Whitman’s “divine literatus” will arrive in America. He
will glorify all the beauties, sorrows, trials and tribulations
of the people, helping them attain new vistas, and giving them
strength when they need strength, spirit when they need spirit.
47
1. Ibid
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,
p. 133.
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He will teach them ethical values of which they will know the
meaning, and strive to put into practice#
One day in the future, writers will discover the real
prophetic wisdom in Democratic Vistas, but this discovery will
come about only when writers in their office look inwardly to
seek, to find, to magnify that spirit of pure individualism,
prompting them to wondrous heights in originality, and leaving
their prophet and master, Walt Whitman, to be forever revered,
but never imitated# This is the lesson that writers must learn;
it is the lesson v/hich Whitman taught# The master taught well,
but the "writer^ office” failed to learn its lesson#
*
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AHD CQHCLUSIOHS
~
Although Walt Whitman was somewhat disillusioned, he wrote
Democratic Vistas as an affirmation of his belief in democracy.
He knew well the dangers of universal sufirage, and he hoped
that his essay would prove to be a helpful guide for men seek-
ing to be of service to their fellows. It was Walt Whitman’s
belief that America would attain new vistas in the development
of his “ideal democracy. “ He hinted at World democracy, but he
was concerned, primarily, with cleaning house in America. It was
his fond desire that writers in the United States would accept
his challenge and seek to create a better life in America by
writing a new national literature. Whitman wrote Democratic
Vistas to give moral strength to those people whose thoughts
concerning democracy were advancing and retreating between the
idealistic concepts of democracy and the actual crudenesses and
caprices of the large mass of people who make up a democracy.
Much can be said of Whitman’s unorthodox style of writing,
but no one can question his sincerity. His fundamental concepts
as a social and political philosopher cannot be denied, and his
inte^pre^atlon of democracy so prophetically elucidated in
Democratic Vistap will provide inspiration for writers seeking
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wisdom in their craft. With Whitman it was not the dress of the
thought that counted. He believed that style was not a shaping
from without but a shaping from within, not mechanical but
organic. Like his poetry, his prose lacked definite form, true,
but he justifies this lack of form by stating that he was not
so much cencerned with the object and how it looked as he was
with the spirit of their relationships.
Whitman disliked the church as an institution because it
made the institution greater than the individual. His dream was
to establish democracy as a religion for all. He called this
doctrine "Ferflonaliem" and earlier in his career, he wrote an
essay by the same title. At the foundation of Democratic
Vistas was this essay "Personalism," and another essay entitled
"Democracy." Both essays were published in The Galaxy and later
became the heart and substance of Democratic Vistas .
The function of government, according to Whitman, was often
misunderstood by the masses of people. Whitman believed that
this function was not mainly the enforcing- of law and order, but
the development of new cultures. With him democracy was "a grand
experiment." He knew what was wrong with America, but he failed
to trace these weaknesses back to their roots in human nature.
As a result, Democratic Vistas failed to give us a concrete
beginning or foundation for our new era in democracy. Whitman
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gives us only the symbol of the divine achievement in words.
Whitman believed that if democracy in the United States
were to survive, we must develop a new crop of American authors
capable of going beyond all present endeavors in creative
expression; we must create a great national literature; democ-
racy must develop a new individual capable of acting and respond-
ing by voluntary standards and self-reliance*
Because his style gave rise to a spirit of careless aban-
don, Whitman has been accused of retarding the real growth of
our literature. Ferhaps this accusation is true, but Whitman
cannot be blamed for weaknesses which are fundamental with the
origin of man. Writers are men capable of falling into the
same pit of human foibles out of which they were supposed to
redeem their followers.
In conclusion, it might be said that the essay Democratic
Vistas was not completely integrated; therefore, it was diffi-
cult to analyze, or to fully comprehend as an expression of the
author* s views. There is prophetic wisdom to be found in Whit-
man* s essay, but putting it into practice is another story.
Perhaps Whitman’ s "divine literatus" will arrive someday in the
United States. At the present time, we can only hope that such
an event will occur. Whitman made the following statement in
Democratic Vistas ? "Though not for us the «joy of entering at
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last the conquer* d city—not ours the chance ever to see with
our own eyes the peerless power and splendid eclat of the dem-
ocratic principle, arriv*d at meridian, filling the world with
effulgence and majesty far beyond those of past history* s kings,
or all dynastic sway..." Unfortunately, we of this century will
not know, either "the joy of entering at last the conquer*
d
city." Perhaps this joy will be experienced by those who follow
us. Let us hope so.
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COMPREHENSIVE ABSTRACT
Democratic Vistas was a difficult book for Walt Whitman
to write, but it was a necessary book because it gives criticism
of a society, here in America, which Whitman felt needed chas-
tisement# Financially, the book was a failure, and the author
gained only a few admirers, and it was not unuil the turn of
the nineteenth century that the Whitman legend started to grow,
and Whitman biography and criticism have shown no signs of de-
creasing in volume or scope.
Perhaps Whitman's experiences at Washington made him real-
ize that the concrete reality of democracy does not correspond
to the vision seen by the prophet, but his faith in democracy
never failed, and he learned that the way to perfection was not
easy.
In writing this book, it was Whitman's idea to establish
democracy as a religion because he felt that the church, as an
institution, had not done its duty well. Whitman's religion
could not be confined within the bounds of church doctrine; his
church was his own soul, and he disliked the church because it
made the institution greater than the individual. At the
basis of Whitman's religion was the "unsophisticated conscience,
the primary moral element."
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It was Whitman's hope that man would develop a new inner
spirituality which he termed "Personalism. 1 * Whitman's source
of the term is unknown, and he probably came across it some-
where in his wide and miscellaneous reading.
The essays "Democracy," and "Fersonalism" became the nuclei
for Democratic Vistas. The author used the terms "Personalism"
and "Individuality" to designate the fusion of the individual
with the mass in an ideal democracy of the future, and this
doctrine of individuality expounded by Whitman is the heart and
substance of his book. "Personalism" is a term that Whitman used
to cover his whole program which meant an all-round development
of the self and the individual, including health, eugenics,
education, cultivation of moral and social conscience, and he
rejects institutionalized religion, but a genuine, personal
1
life is paramount.
Whitman believed that real political government had not
been attained in the United States because the people had not
sufficiently developed their "Individualism." They had not
conquered selfishness by merging their egoism with the Divinity
within them. Thus Whitman's concept of democracy was basically
moral rather than political, and his doctrine is essentially
that of the Chrisitan moralist.
The essay "Personalism" was published in The Galaxy ia
1. Infra , p. 9
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the year 18o8 and Whitman incorporated it almost word for word
in Democratic Vistas * With the exception of minor ommissions
and additions in punctuation, spelling, re-grouping and deletion
of paragraphs, here and there, throughout the essay, that part of
Democratic Vistas which deals with '’Personalism" is almost an
exact copy of the essay which appeared in The Galaxy in 1868,
Appearing a year earlier in The Galaxy was another essay
written by Whitman which he called "Democracy." The essay was
a direct attack against Thomas Carlyle’s "Shooting Niagara: And
After?" which was a most vitriolic denunciation of democracy
in America, Much of the essay "Democracy" was changed when
Whitman included it in his final draft of Democratic Vistas , and
with considerable revision, Whitman took the two essays and
hitched them roughly together, added pages of introduction,
conclusion and published the whole as a pamphlet of eighty-four
pages under the title of Democratic Vistas ,
Although Whitman later revised the original publication of
Democratic Vistas as it appeared later in his Complete Works ,
(1878,1882), the changes made by the author are minor and do
not greatly affect the content of the essay. The revision
might have been better, i,e., from a structural viewpoint. His
sentences are too wordy; his sentence structure is poor, and his
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use of punctuation, particularly commas and parentheses, be-
comes unbearable for the average reader.
As Democratic Vistas stands today it is because of the
way it was put to gether, a composite of half-conflicting ideas,
representing developing stages in Whitman’s thought concerning
democracy, not completely integrated, and hence difficult to
analyze.
/
For the student’s purpose of analysis, Democratic Vistas
may be separated into five major divisions which in substance
the author states the followirg:
I. There must be a new crop of American authors;
men capable of going beyond all present endeavors
in creative expression.
II. There must be a great national literature to be-
come the justification and reliance of American
democracy.
III. Democracy must be a religion for all.
IV. American democracy must develop a new individual
capable of acting and responding "by voluntary
standards and Self-reliance."
V. Our greatness has been founded upon and will exist
because of the following reasons:
A. The nature of the origin of the United States
B. Our material riches
C. But the entire success of this experiment
is dependent upon a new native expression
in all spheres of endeavors, yet to come.
These five major divisions constitute the sum and in brevity
the substance of Democratic Vistas .
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Walt Whitman brought to world literature a new and profound
interpretation of life in terms of an inner spiritual democracy,
and he vdll remain in the foreground of American literature be-
cause of his critical analysis of political and social democracy
in the United States.
In the final analysis, Whitman believed that liberty and
equality, in the ideal democratic state, must be preserved at
all costs. With self respect and respect for others, the
individual must reign supreme
,
and the supremacy of love in
human relations must supplant rivalry. In Whitman* s democracy
there would by no means be a place for coercive authority, but
in its place would De natural leadership based upon innate
fitness, and the individual would be governed by a new inner
spirituality.
In Democratic Vistas . Whitman tried diligently to make his
speculations clear and articulate, but like the artist who, try-
ing to create a masterpiece, he failed because he had not learn-
ed that, sometimes, it is the absence of detail in composition
that makes for greater clarity rather than the inclusion of
detail.
Regardless of the faulty structure of Democratic Vistas ,
students may read this essay and should manage to absorb the
essential purpose and spirit of its contents. Whitman 1 s style
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of writing remains panoramic; forever illuminating the sense
of the mass and multitude. He had something worthwhile to say
and he said it precisely for what it was worth. His book with
all its looseness and repetition was more realistic than any
of his previous writings, and Whitman showed something of what
a true democracy involved. He had come to see more clearly than
before the evils in society, but he failed to trace them back
to their rooos in human nature; therefore, he could only magnify
the physical and moral scope, failing to realize that no true
change in man would exist unless man himself made some attempt
at altering his whole presen ^spiritual make-up. Democratic Vistas
fails to give us anything solid upon which to base our foundation.
True, the author does tell us in detail what special attributes
our ” specimen of the species" ikould have, and how he should
conduct himself in society, but that new individualism or
personalism for which Whitman is striving to elucidate goes
beyond our grasp and definition, leaving us only with the symbol
of the divine in words, and becoming miasma, vanishes into the
ether.
Van Wyck Brooks believed that Whitman diverted the growth
of American literature into perverted channels. Although
there may be some justification of this criticism, Whitman
cannot be held responsible for weaknesses which are part of our
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whole social structure. These weaknesses find their origin in
the very nature of mankind as we know him today. Writers are
men capable of falling into the same pit of human foibles out
of which they were supposed to redeem their followers. Whitman
merely set the stage, but he did insist upon discipline in
writing and a "great masterful spirit." Yliitman was a prophet;
he has presented the challenge and guide for a better literature
We can only hope that Whitman’s "divine literatus" will be part
of the American scene someday in the future.
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